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., \ ·. In,;p~} mathematics, we begin with a certain 
lat~J~/ th~'trem and t~en deduce other theorems by \ I . 
-~---.·_·r------·--··"'· 
postu-
a pr9c- · 
'e·ss -which does n<?t ad.mi t exceptions or variations. This 
. { 
..... 
-·---~ --------... - --- --·--pPGG0SB----ia -oalled o-ertain- inferen.ce .. 1 . .... eill .... s.ta.tiBJ;iQS_. ·there -_-i·_i .... ·-----·---··--·····-·--·---,.. T 
i ......... - .. -·- --~---.. ...:: ... , ... -· ~--· ................... • ~ •. -- ·-- .•• -'--~--~. '----~---... ---.... ,.'. •• T ..... ,.. - , .. -.- ' ... " . ._ ....... · .. ,., • --"- .... ~ .... -- - "_ .. , ... -. ,-~..... - _),G,_ .... ·_,..:, :.. .. ,.~"-:,.'.:2:..:.:'· :..::=cc,,"-'"--""'-'"-"'"-~=.c~t,----""~.:,;;c~=-=·:t ·'- .. ,." ...... _ . . . . . . . . . . .... . I i's a similar process-; narnely,".s'""tatis11ical ·inference, in .. ---=•b··r·-, · 
"'4.,.. 
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which the data of a sample can be made to yield. informa-
.... 
tion concerni~g the parameters of the population from 
which the sample is_ drawn. suppose in. an experiment, w,e 
' have an observable response whic.h :i.s functionally related 
to n, independent variables x1 , x2 , ••• xn, and p para-
.... 
.. 
..._ ___ y. 
.)J;- ' r···· . -.... , .. ., ·-~·,,.~ .. ,, ..... ,, .. ·=mg,ee I' §· "Etl; .. ··ft2·; ···~ ·~ ·-~ · · · ;· ·~p·; · .. -We · 'MS:Y ···dErt°'Sl'm111lr" tl11:r· '~fppro Xi;;; ···· • • , .• ' ..•. ·-·~ •. .,.~--~ ' . ··• !. 
'~ ,. 
,· 
I •• • 
:\. 
mate values of the parameters by utilizing the functional 
relationship ,given and the known values. ·.0£ 
.Xl~ .~ ·• • X • . n 
\ 
There are, broadly speaking, two approache:s·- to the prob-
i:era~ of statistical inference. They are- known l:).s the 
'.J 
.me·t.hod of estimation. and hypothesis testing. 
. . .. , .... ' ...... , ............. ,, "·:: ··.· '.:-···· ., .. -··-··· 
Most of the pr.oblems of estimatlon in statistics are 
:pr.oblems of e_.st_imating parameters of probability density 
~_;_;__ 
--·-·-• ._.- - • -- • •-··--··•---•·m--.·~-.......... ~· --·•-... ·.• ... "".• _ _:!•l~.;:.~-1..~·'\: ......... -•-•••-"-·" ----:---·---------·--....,=r=">,-F-... -.,g, .. ~ ........ TI~,_~ .. ~·---···~·---~---
.f lln ct ,i• o ns. For example, a student in cosmic radiation· 
..__,-1.,• • ~ T •, • 
.~ ., would :be.~ :i·nterested in:estimat:tn-g. t.he- parameter .. 9 ·in-·the -
,probability density .fun_ction ·t., 
f(x,9) = 9e-9x y 
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---· __ .. _ ....... __ .,,._..,....,,_,-..., ------w-......------ ----~---
--,--L -------··--· - -·--
-~·--· _,.:. ___ ..,;---.a.:~--... ---:---~~..'...':....--,--.:.......~· - ---7""-.-. ~~---· ·--... __ --:·---~-· -· ----------";" 
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---·- ------- .. ~- ;-; ~-- . .:;··~- .. ··-· --_-:: ... -
,, 
. - ... 
·;,. ·~-- -· '~ 
where 9 determines the ratio of radiation. 
-------------"-• ------ ·------
-· -···--·---~ ---·- ----~-· ~--- ~ 
• • -.---------·- "f . .• •• 
-.,... ..•... ·- .. . --· =-. --··----.... ~~--. --~- .... 
A function>'of ~om-<""_samp:~ ... ~alues used to estimate 
the value. of a parameter is ·c·alled a statistic. A sta-
. (;I • 
tistic which is based on· random variables will itself be v 
.. 
a random variable. For a sta'fjistic to. be a satisfact~y 
,j 
- .. -· -- .. · .. · ·. - ... 
Two ty_pes of estimation of parameters are in common 
use. One its po:int estimation and the 0th.er interval esti-
mation.: ·r.r-- an estimate of a parameter is restricted to a . 
"-
va_l u e, · this value is ealled a p·oint estimation o:f the 
·1 .. 
· ···· · ·-·· · ·- · ~- ··· ··h · ,., ·-:---·par ame t er'': ··· · K. di ;,·~·~~-;·1~~ ··--~-f '--~~;~~~"· ~~~ ~~~~~::---~~~-~ :~~-~ --- ··- .... --_,,. -,_ .. --~- .n - - - -· - .. 
. ,, 
' ... .,/)} .: •, . .. ........ . . . -~, :··-' ... 
·,-_ 
:·.a 
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CHAPTER I 
·,1 -
-~ ----~-- -- - ------ --
.----~,_-~~ • -~.F--•- .. - • ------ •·•••••••••-•• 
- -- --
. ... ---·-·-,-··---- -- , __ - -o-: ·:-- -·----~-· ···. ··- ·- --·-· -·-··~·:·-···-·'"· .- -'-· ---·· -·····-· ·---· .,,_ - - -- PO INT ESTIMATION 
. . . .... . 
It is important to clarify the distin6tion between 
'the method or rule of est~mation which is customarily 
... "·t· . . . ' .----7 
. 
. . . - . 
called an est:tmtitor';~-and. t4e ~stimate., •-<tb.e value to which · 
' I • ~ ·.,, - "' . .. . .... ,,. . . •. ' '"*. - ' l .-J •. , • .,.;,_~ . ·,' • " • . 
. ·~ .• '.\ •'"" •• - •..•. - ·~·• .... '-" ,_ ,. ' • ~ - :.•. • • 
-· -·~··-. ~-~··' .... · r 
··:. =-- '.) • the ··es·t-imat·or~---gi v·es r is.er ~.!-n~~ particular c.ase·s. This dis- .. 
r 
- ·-···F' ,.--, ..,. 
.it_. ........ _; 
tinction is the same as that between a function f{x), de-
~ 
fined for a range -of the variable x, and the particul·ar 
value which the function assumes. f(a) is said tb be 
'\. 
the value of the function at ·x -=· a. It is understandablk 
,._,. 
I· 
. +.·.- -· ··.--' -. •=--:n.'. •. ·- ···-. 
.Jl 
-~ . 
- ... - . "'"" -
···.·.-·. .. .... . .... _ .. . _, .. ,.,, . . . .... . ~~ :r. .~::~.~ ~ .. ~:.: .. ~:.~~::.~~~.?, .. £~.~:1: ·-~~,, .. ~e.£5:! .}~.~ ~.!i,n!l:E ~~~w.ELJ111Jf3 t. . .fJl.'13 .~.-;~ •. , • . . ..... , . .. . . 1 
-
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in. p:oint estirna:tiop. i.s n.ot .. to .find estimates_, .but· to find-
':e.s tinta:tnr s • 
. ·. - ... - ...... · . . . . . . 
We have giv·en random sample of values x1 ,, .. _.. • ~. ~~;a 
·and wish to det>e_rmine, with the aid of these xt s, a num--· 
b-~~ w.hi:c.h :can. b·e a.ccept.e.d as ·~: reasonable estimate of' the 
val-ue of the ·par·ameter. ·T·o :tllu~trate,, we ·have .. the .ro·1-·~ · 
______ ___ . _____ -·-· ... la.wing .... examp-1.e--:--------·------- --------·-·--··---·-,·:·,----~~~-· -\·-. ··~ .. · -...:...--. --. · ---:--,-:c:·:--,..--~~--:'--~'"'-· ... ---·:.:..: __ ; ____ : __ .· ·-· ·... · · · · .. 
.,.. ' ~ A(t,L 
·;c ·~ 
. "" .. 
Exam12le.: . , 
.-. 
~,,",• • • C... •••• , ... , ••• , -• ,, •• "L.o-•">-•-,•~-·~-'·•"'•'•-•••-• ,-, ,.,,10'<• _ ... 
-- ·--~- -···· ···:·•,-··~ -~•- . -··. -. ,, ·_ . __ . __ ........ · .. -.: .. ,._...:; .•. .-.. _.:·-0·.~ ........ ·,.._; __ '.,:..~...;..,'.~,."',--'· "-·---~-~-. .... . . 
.. ...... ,., •.. , .. , ......... C.,.'."C, ••. c.! .•. - •..•.. ,""''"··•' - .. , ",,_,., .. ~-•--·"c ...... -~--- ·····" ·r {~) = a + bx + cx2 + a.x.3 
' . 
, "I -.. . , .... '. , ~ ._. ·. . ~:· , - •.. -. 
-~ ... ______ -
J 
----·-·- --··-~--- - -~-. ----. ·--
·•-.-; :._···~- - .. __ -----.. -· ... 
·. .. -----.. ··- ~--- ~._. __ ·, ·_.·:.··-.· ·--· --·-··-·--· ·-------··--.0·-·--·-.. ---·---··_________ --.--··-,-::;------ ---------
-:--:-·· !;·---:-····· .. ····~---·",~ --
-(. ~- ;,- .. !"-: ., 
~-4-
. -,· .. - v· ·- . - - - -·- . -·· -------·-· .. - ..... - .. . .. __ .. _,_ - ... 
______ .w:he_r_e n_= l _a.inc_e_ there is _011._ly one variable :x: _~nd p_== _4_, _________________ _ 
. -:.:..: .. : .. · - . - OJ;? theP&· a,p,e .-t;o:w;, ~~ 4. ~~da.Lf ~ ··--,-· . 7 ~. - < 
. ,. '} .:-'. 
a single trial obtained are:-
X 0 a • 05 l • 01 1 • 51 2 • 02 2 • 52 3 • 03 3 • 53 4. 04 4.54 5~ 05 
/ 
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~ . - - - .. ·-· 
--- ·-
• > 
_r_{xl. 8"6·~·7· -a-2 .-4~ ~75 ~·--0~ ·1·3_~-0: ~fio,;9 -·01··:~-e-- ·52~--1· 45·~-1-. 3·7i-5- -6 ~ - _J 2 .. . . . ... .. 2 .. -~~:.5· 1:5~- _··. -·- ···--:-·· -.· ..... . ---· --· --· . - . ..... . .. , ..•... - 4:. -- -··· -·- ·- ··-··--·-·· • e-.:.,· • .;..._.;-"'i·"-,,---"-· .. •-- ·• .... ,-..~_,.-
.... ,_.. .,, .,-. '"···-::·· .. _. ··".'.. ~ - ...... - . 
. l 
. , 
.... , .. , ... -, ...... - . ·""" - --' 
Solution.: 
By subs ti tu ting in the res_ponse f·unction, we obtain 
eleven simultaneous equ·a·t_·ion.s. sr·nce: · there are four Uh-
.. 
:'.brno·wn. J;:>aram~·t·e·~s., we n.iay a~ra.n_ge,: the· eleven equa_ttops ·in~o 
!'our. groups., take their mean for each group and obtain 
.. 
.... - - -• ....... - • ''t' .·,. ,·,--J • 
termined by solving the four equations. We have 
a ~ 86.'-69672 
b =· -8.206966 
9. _:::: --:o. 7179794 





.,·w\he:.v-e: t·he. s,.e.-t of .four· s:t.mul.taneous e·qua.ti.'ofi,s :are .s:lm.1··1·ar ci,.:J , 
tot)· the estim:-ators a.nd :the ca.lc-ulated va-1·ues :of a._, ·b, ~-, 
. ···--··· .:. --· ·-·-··- ··- ----~-· .. ····---··-· ··---·-·-. ----··-· ....... _ .. , .• ,._ .... ,.- ...... ,: ... ', .•..:.~-·-,.· ~-·· ,;;., __ • .c.-..:..-·- ..... ··-=· ---····--:-:-:---···-·. 
. . . . - .. - "" .- . ~·--·- ..... - ·: -...... 
One :c.at1 .not: expect to find any method of estimation 
... 
. . _ ... , ~ .' ~ ... -, .. :·c-'-." -. - ;,, .. -•• -r;: -:-~ :- _ ..... .•. ~ .. ,: ., ••• ,., ... _, , ..... --~·: :_,, ,.,_,"·- : ... _ .... ~,. .......... ~,-·~ __ ,.... .... •·'.···· ••..•. ·., . .- .• -:' • • ·. - ,.... --~ ..•. - ' •. ' .,,d;\,•·. '= ~ '"":. ·, -·-. -· _- .. -... --·. --. _.,~- ·_ . . . ··-· ... ... ..... -
whj/ch guarante·.es· a :c_lose estimate of a parameter on every 
_,.... 
.\ 
.. :.~ .... ..... :;,~.~--- . ,. .. ,_.,. .... -·· ·- ·.,· .. -·---- - ·---·-·--·. --·-·-... - ""-··--·--·· 




- ._. __ . ·--· ..:...·. ·~···-·--·--··--.. · _.,,.. __________ ..__ ______________ ------I 
----- ~---·--· ~- .. . . . 
\' . • ··i' 
- ·-· -- - .-- ~,.,.,. ---
... ,._ 
- ·- - -- ,· ... __ . __ ._ -- . -
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.. .__ ... ";-.-;.{ r 
oeaas~icen-~an=a.-~~f-or eve!ry·····s·ample~-- -----~wnat ·we···m.ean by _·a··-ft·gooa·· 
-··~ ...... ·.·- ' ' -- . -----'·- ... _;. :, __ .... - ···-... -- " -
- - ---·-. --- -----~-------- - ----· - -- ------ -- - --.---------~~,------- ~~---~---·--~-------··--
·= ...... -·-· -~~-~----·_-:--······_-·. ---~------·--,"'-'--'·--~-=e~s"fimat-or''~fs·--~a-···met-hod .or . rule which' will give good re- . - . -·. -- -- -· - .... - - ~-- .. 
·, 
sults in the long run or on the average • 
.. .,; 
i 
r·t is agreed by many statisti.cians and with reason 
-
properties: 
; .• ! .. ~-· .•. ;..- ·:·· ... · 
J (1) Unbiassednes:s 
Consistency' 
(J. .. ) Efficiency E3.n<l 
:(_4) j,.-- Sufficiency. 
.,_-,. ..... ·.-.. ! ,-·· ~:'-,'.,::.. ;.. 
. .· . -- . ·,: ... ·-· .. - - ... 
-·r't;:··":!' ~1;..-.: ' -
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1.1. UNBIASSEDNESS __ -------------~----,------ . . . . 
~· •--"'· .~ -• • ~--· ~. --- -•- -- - a 
t·-------•-:..:,_;__;_;_-_;~:..;.~~---- •• ~-~ .==•·"•-~•-'•·••==.,•··•'•>='·""~'··="'-'•.="''='-='' c.~'. • ..-. ·-=--·· ~~---------···-·--. ----- -----~-
Definition: · 
A· A 
Let 9 be an estimator of the parameter 9. 9 is said 
to be unbiassed if its expected value is the true value 
, r 
, ... - ........ ·.. ;, \; .... 0£ ,.tha -::E~~~e_~!l!_r __ tha~t_.: is J :. · .... :., .. - ... - ,- .~ · .. · •• : ~ ;2-,-~=-.~~-' ·-=.:.:_:~_,_--~_'.:·~----------··:··-.' .••. -.~---··--,~_.':•, > . . ,._: __ .. :-_--~-~::-.cc:::.,:.: 
L.., ___ j -~--- -------· . ' ---·- . . . . - ~ 1 
/' 
~ ,, I\ . ,, 
E(9) = 9 - -
A h , 
If E(9) > 9, 9 is said ·to ber posit:tvely biassed •.. ~ 
. . I\ I\ 
If' E(9} < 9, 9 is s.aid to be nee;~tively biassed. If a.n. 
estimator is unbias·se.d·, and n,ormally distrib~ted, then.. 
~ A , . . . . 
t~ values .of 9 are clustered very closely around. th_e. tr-ue 
., 
~·· 
• )'" ~:.<. ~ ·, .... 
A sample mean . .in is ru:i.~_·u.rit,.ia.s.s,tld --~J3.:t·.imator of- a -- popu .... . ·: - -. ·.· .~-· , 
la tion ·mean. 
Solution: .. .:-r· 
- 1 n 
·Let :X = - z: X • . . . . ::: ., .. ,--:··: .. . ... :· .. ~ . . :. : .. : ·-·~; - ... ;~ . .-.. --·· .... - -· - - - -- . 
n n 1 
1=1 denot~ the estimator, and letµ de-
------------------110-t e·- th-. e .. t-r-ue ______ va-1-ue----o--f-t_h_e---po-pu--1-a--t-i on- me an ~-·------Not atI o naJ.Ty, -----·-------~. ~--~· ... ~---·--
. / .. 
. .,-.· .... 
. ,; '" .. _ . .:... 
,; 
the expected value of x, is written as E(x ) • It is· well 
- n n 




E (A) = A (when_ A _ is .anl.,. :c~:r1~_~ap.~J _ _!_____ , ____ , __ , ___ .. , __ 
E[A•h(x)] = A•E[h(x)]. 
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-~J ' ! 
: ·1 
Proce_eding with the pro·-c,r·',.·= we have 
---~ 








... · .. 




1 ., ~ 









'rhe expected value or x is t"ll.et1 equal to th·e tr::ue 
n 
value- of the parameter µ. -we have proved that xn :ts 
' g:n. -tm.b:i·as~ed estimator·· of the' :Popul:atio-n :mean., 
< -
In constructing an estimator it is obviously Of 
... 
> . 
not a very crucial requirement~ Fo~ if the difference 
. -:,· . "' 
. ·, 
. _ _ ... between the. expected value. of the estimator and the true 
' . 
value of the parameter is comparatively small relative to 
the standard deviation, the. estimator may _still be 'quite 
sat.isfactor_y. 
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.. ~-· -~. 
1~2 · CONSISTENCY 
-- - •-•••••••- • , ____ J::__~-~ ·• r -· 
- - - . . . • ·' - - - :;J --- ........ . 
-- ·_-::__ ---- --- - .. _. __ -::,-..c-";;'.,._,,··--_-.,.-. __ ;.:_ _____________ ---· 
.. 
let tn, b·a.setl on a random sample of size n, be, a statistic 
" 
associated with this parameter. According to R. A. Fishe~ 
I· the statistic tn is said to be a consistent estimator of 
~ .......... ,t·· -·· ·-- - ---C·"«:-,., .. _ .. _ ·-· -• ..... c.8 .. if , .. .fo;r.,,,_.anyF poai~.ti.v:e-,, . .n.umbe.r-S ... a ..... ~d-.ll-~·-· -~we.var ... small·,,-"·····;···---·-----,---~-.. ~--~,,~,~-~--~~---~-~-,,-··--·;;;---··-· j • 
-:: 
. . ,r. . 
. .. -···.: , •. ~-----····.····thElre··e:x:istJi··s~ro;·-pos.it:iVe·---i~te·g~-~-N~-s~-Chc.t.hil;.the··proo·a~·=·= .. ~~ w·····:· 
f··- .......... ,,,., :~/., ,-. ,- ..... - .... -.. ',,.-,,- -.,- ·····---c--c --,--·····,. 
1 bility of 
(1) ---It -el>e 
..... n. 
f:s :.less than T) for all n > N. 
) 
To put in the notation of probability, we have 
I 











This definition implies that given any fixed small quanti-
... 
ty e·, we can ·--take a sample large ·enough. such that for 
all larger samples, the probability that t differs f:rom· 
n 
the true ·value of 9 by more thap. e. is as near zero as 
we. desire· •. This is equivalent to ·saying that the proba-
bilitY. converges to· zero as. n approaches infinity. Hence 
we may put it in the following form: 
--.--------.....:.._-----+i'tf'IZ!,,.,.. ~---,;,;_....;..;;.....,....;..._,..;_.· .-.;.;.;..;-· -' -.---~-
, a s n" __. oo,i., .. · · ·'. • · :rifi: · 
_,,,.. 
"' t . . . -·-· -• • ·- ""C""' I!) .. ' • . • . .• . . . , .. .. .. .. -.• -... ,.,.,., •• -_ . ,,., -a·,,,,-,.- .. --.._-.• , ... -:-o0.-,,,. - ••• -·· •• 
~ 
A ra-n<iom vari_ab_l~ ~ which is defined. fqr .P .. = 1,2, 
i·si said to converge stochastically to a value A if 
-·· ·-·· ·- - . ~ 
. />r{l~-AI > eJ-o 
-~ .. 
• • • 
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":"'\'. 
-9- •:•'}•; • ,w,, • ""'"! '"•• n - ••·"- •. •• 
.. 
. ... ~--~--- -~-
·r·· 
·• 
. ':J:'h~s _ ~y d.efinivtion _ ~f 'Stochastic Convergence, .. tn con-
W~_ m~:y .. _ c oncl=u=d=e===~======-=== 
that an estimator is said to be a consistent estimator 
of 9, if it converges stochastically to 9 as nap~ 
preaches infinity •. 
. 
. 
• · · · ... • -, ·-· ·•• •··- · ·~ ·--••;•,;~ •. ·,. ·•• ·,;,. • 
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·, /' '.' =----··~-~~----•••~r-,<W~<?,--.§'..~~,i..z~e--i•n', ... -s-impl·e"'"''Torm, a consistent estima-. , •C' ' '.I 
...... ,. .. ....--- ........ r,,;~ .,...."W-r __..._,..__,1 , • .,,,...,\""I".,,_....,.,,,..,..~......-~.-.--..- ' ff 
L. ... 
•.-. 
··- . ,,: .....•. , •. ··-····~··--'·-··· .-:7'-"-·-.:,.-~.··""-- .. -~ ... .,...- .. 
closely concentrated about the t~ue value of the para-
---------- - ------- - -- ---·-·-
- ·-· .... ·--~----·--met-er as·-n-approa.che'll-ltiTiitity. ~s:·-an·--illus_t_ration, we 
•,: • t:. ' 
have the following example. 
meter 9 in 
_. 1 
f - e 
~2rr 




C-ons,l-de.r· ~. :population which. is normally distributed and 
has ·_prt>_:b·abi.lity density function: 
. . 2 
~; 1 · - (x-9) f = e 2 
~2rr 
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.. Let . - ' ' .. 
.. .. , .... ··- .. 
-- ~'. .. ~--- :--·~-- -- --~-.. ~- - ·--- ~--- -- --··· ·- ·-···· -·. -
·-:·.: .. ·,c.-_·.,,_-:-, 
where x1 , x2.)· .• ·• • x _-is a random sample. n 
\ 
}. 
---·;. ·. ·- ·;,.. 
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., 
,. ., ·, .r, ~ 
-. ,. -,~--, \f, 
· x- has a· no_-.r!t!al probabil_ ity density- -:fune-tien ---- mean ·n ~ _ 
·o . "· 
. i,.:, :JV _,,,.;.1 '« ~Jl_- • 
whe:n x has mean 9 and variance ..1.. 
· ----- · · n - n ... 
==- -
By definition, the expect6d value of any .function li(x) 
'· 
_ _ __ and the mean value of h (.x) are e-qt{al-~ -we c-an- say that ··· -· ---. 
the mean of (i - 9}[n equals the expected. value of ~ 
n - . - .. -· -· -
(i - 9) /n . · Notationally, the expected valu:e of' (X -9 )/n 
n . n 
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by propert.y (2) 
of expected values~ 
. r-
= fn~(Xn) - E(e)] by property {3J' 
= fn[E(i ) 
. n - 8] 
-
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By definition, the varLance of a chance variable 
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from (6) , ~enc~., 
·"" ri· 1'. 
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.wh·ere ·e .i.s any· fix:e-d p·os·1t·1 ve number fi.oweve;r small. 
Y, 
t _ ...... 
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1Clearly, the integral approaches-· one as - efn approaG-hes 
inrini ty. Moreover, we can cho:ose- .. an· N large-1enough 
such that for all n > N 
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Replac'ing Zn b·y: _:its equiv-alent, we have, 
n>N . 
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·Hence the inequality (2) ... 1s· s·a·tisfied . . . . . , and by· :&~.f:-
. --iriit.:ton, ~ :is .a- consistent es:timat:or of 9 · and w_e:-~?ha·v-e· 
.... 
finished the .pr-o.o,.f._. 
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l_. 3 EF*fi'ICIENCY 
- -... ;... . ·-· .... -
Usually -there exi_st mor·e than one consistent esti-
p~~- . 
. 
mators of a parame~er. For example, the sample mean 
and sample median are both consistent estimators of the 
m(3an or a normal population: with kn~wn vari~nce .-A.There-
~ 
. 
·: ;· ' -'.. . -· .. · •·. . . __ ,_ . ' ' . . .,. ,. . . . ·- ' . , . ":: ( fo·-r·e, .it is desira.·b1~:to.··1·0-<5k:·r·or·rurther 'Cri-te·ria.·.-te~ ~. -~ 
-~ 




·~i_d 1.1S in making a C.hdice amortg estimators with the 
. · ... :.. .;,,-
- . 
O O O. M ol 
I'\ ... ..., •• " ..... 1 .. ··- ..... - ··:-.. :,:··"''-- ' ~.,, .. _ 




common property of consiste·ncy. _ A -.c.ri terion arises when 
we consider ~he sampling varia.trce Q_,f tl1e estimators •. 
Generally ·speaking, t:he· ~ha.nee -values of the es tima:·to,r 
···with the smaller vari.ar{c·e wili '.be· grouped more ~lose:1.y · 
around the value of the para.met-er .• An estima·tor with a 
c 
I 
•.. ·_ . . . .1 






--·~-~-: ~-- ~w~,::.·~~~·-:~~ .s~ll0~~~~-i-~ee,~~~~~~~~~~~e·-~~t~0~·-·~~~i~~~~~2-~=7~-~~t 
! · . . . . . from the ;;:: .~:~~e of the para.meter than one with a . l 
- , -'it . \' . · • _ - Ii 
. .· r·• '·:<~>· '--~- ... · .. :' __ · 
.I~ 
1a..rger ·variance. The 'esti:mato:r With the smaller varia,n:¢e ·•·· . \ 
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c·as-es., · an estimator 9 may posses~ the property that its 
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~----_ -.-·-_ -.~.~,._._.~., .• _~_.,, .. _~ •. _ .. ,._"-=-.•.... ·_._-. ..• -.... ~v~anance is-. small-er than--the--varl-a-ne-~--other- ~sti-
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,;, 
mater of the parameter. Such an estimator if it exists 
,,;f':· is- said to be tlie mo.st efficient- es-timator ·o,f, .. ·.the -papa~ 
meter. · 
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We now s.hall :coinp~e the ef_ficiency of,,--two parameters, 
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the sample m;~a:IJ and~ the median, for estimating··· th.e mean 
9 of a norniEll popul.a.:tion with 1cnow:q.. ·v~iance ., 
Le:t 
··-it· l n 
·.x =-k x. 
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where X.1, X2, • ". • . ~ are s tµnplEl VRl'iableS, be tlie samp'l'e . . ". 
mean. :a.s: previously defined, Xn.' the,!1 has mean 9 a:nd vari-
ance cr2 /n fo; :El.:ny n, where cr2 1s the Variance of the pEl.l"e'~V 
ip.opula tion .. 
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Definition: r:'. 
The median ·1s a measure of· the cen:.t.er of· a population. 
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1.57>1, 
is more efficient· than the - -·· - ... median -fora n's 
at least. The . ,e ffic ien.cy E of the median defined pre-
,,vio.us~y.. is., ..... •·-·-·· •,.•._•,',u-soa 
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.e.-f·fic·ie.nt estimator ·in normal samples. 
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-- ~---- - -- -Arf estimator . ia .said .to be- --a:u:ffieient if -it conta·ina ,·. 
That is, if x1 , x2 , ••• ~ is a sample from 
I , 
a population with probability dens.ity f~nctiop f(x,8)', and 
' -~---~--,; ... -·.::.., __ .::.._ . -_ ·'..:_ -. .-.. ·. 
._ ..... 
.,. A 
_, ) /_...., . .,.. ' 
,~. ,if.- 9 .. (x1 , x2 , • · .... ~- ~) is an estim~tor s~chfthat the co~- , <. ~ -J-
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I\ • depend on :9; then 9 is said to be a sufficient estimator. 
This impl_ie·~- ·th.at th.€3 joint _ density _function o:f the samp.le ... 
. ' ,.t 
may be put .. in the· form: 
.(9) 
n , ·-
lf f (x. ,9) = g~·rxl,x2, •• x l9)h(9,e) 
. -1 i ·. n -1- •. 
... 
r 
contain the x•s, otherwise than in the form of 9. If the 
"'-"' ·. -1 
·-
'.• joint density function ~ expressible in the above i'orm, / 
·other .functions of the xi 
. ~: 
can not provide more informs.~ --
A. By definition of Q 
' r , 
the :distribution. of V for a- fixed ~ will be determined ·. . . . -
. -· ·' ... 
.,,.,_,,,.t".,._~.- ........ __ by thfL~d.iti~-den~ity-f'mrcti'.oh ~Tii~X2 , ••• ~J gT:· ---· ·."--·~-~~- ·----:·· · :.. ' : . . ·: i ,_~ 






. . /\ 
.only contain information about 8. A Since 9 in any given . 
J . 




.. _.:..,:~,-..:,..;:-___ - ·-.. -~S~aif!PlfL . . _iil .. c.knO.Wll, the _in.fo._rina.t..i~on- -g-1-v-en---by-----V- i-s-,--U-&&3;,e-ss--. · 
.. I '· 
' j 
•·. '-· -·~·~- .....• --i-,·-- ··•·;·-··,·,-· ·-
·, -:,-.; 
!• 0 '·• '•A • • < •• \ ,• .L ··"' 
... . ~...:. .. ;. .. . ·-· ·::··- ·- . - --. ·······-·' - . - .... --:: ~:,-,.--:--,.,:,;_-.=.,-.··--=·...,___;~~-:-:-:~ ..;._,·-··--:• •. ·~.:.·-·· ·.:..-.-----~ -·-··- ...-,::,:,.,,' . ·· ..... : 
-~-· 




. Fisher developed this concept df sufficient_estimato~s_·, 
~ 
and it was not without reason t_hat he described them by 
... 











' i µ 
information supplied by the sample." .. 
We shall now introduce the like.1-lnoo.·.a\ fu.nctio·-n· and 
0 
·, 
.,:·interp.ret the def·in_i-tio.n· of -~ufficiency thr:oµ.gh the 11'ght i 
... _,4:· ~ ' - - \ , ~i --····- -----~ .... ,-... '.._,,-...--~-:,·'-:··-·:·<---,'-- .. ----·- .... ~ --• 'C"" ' ... _ • - ,. • ..... ·-,.,.,-:·-.- - - ••• --.--- .-~-----.··--·-·- - ---,..--··,..-:;" "'.·-·-··--· --- - ·--·· - ___ , -··;." • - ·- --- . -- ··- -·· .:.<h:·.: -·._ .. ,,.~,.-- r:..·-~•-,;,:' ,,,_._ .-~:-,-:.:_:-....• _n_-:·;..i-·.-;.,.j._.:•·"-;~· - : .... ...-- .•.. , .. '"· __ a,, __ .-·· - - r-~-·-···-. --··· __ _,__ ·-------- *-·,..-- -·-· .... _ •• ,. :- - ·--~ --~ ··- . ~·. . - • -- - .:.:,, ,-;:,;;-"-- -, .• ·-...t . _..c.... -.- .. ·';,-· ·'-"'····· ~ _,._ .. -.. ---, -- - ··- . _, 
. 
" . ·or thi13. n.e,w func=t··1on. . "' (' .. 
' 11 
I 
I ··1:o·· .•• , .... ~ ....... , .. :._:: ..... :.,-.• '""' ··-· ·•···"·-·····"· ., .• : •.. ~'..~,: •••• ~ ..... , ·-· .•... , •. ••-~•o>,-•-•SO••- --•••n•••••,••--o'• -- .. ·-•,•••"'••••" ,.·•.,·.•,•••"o••••---~'""'-••,~•••'".--• .. ,·_,Fo•"'••,•••: --~- '::.-•H •. ·"····-- ·- <<•••• •.:..·-·MW -·· • •••U• O -·-·. ----.··-··-.. ~ O .... - ---••• -.. •;••-•,.-••'".-•••<••••,·.-~··< •,••H'o•m< '""'''"•••••••••••-'•'""'"'"""•"•• 




Let f {x,-~) . . . \ ' ',' b-e ·the probabi __ l-lt-'.y _density .funct.ion; of·· 
the random. var,i:a:pl-e x where 9· is the paramet-er to. ·oe 
" 
. :estimated. Suf,pose that n obseravationa ~re ·ma.cJie\ of· th·e. 
' 
'variable x. 
·• • ~ de._note the _n ran_dorn 
-




i -1 1 . . . . ·a..., __ • __ ,, • - - -·· - -···:· ·-·,:.~·-· ._ --· __ _.. ···-··· --·· - - •.. -. - • .. =---. ... , ... ------ - . .,. ·----,•· - ' .... -, ..... ·---"·-··---..:.·""!--···------"··--~---_ .;:,:t··---·:,;;:··:·~t··-·-·-····-·'··--··· .. 
d_e_.fiines =_.a· '.function of the random variables x1 , x2., .•• ·• 
- -- "Jc·:·-,-·-·J1_1ra--·· t-h_--·-e_·--·-··--p--·aramel"t·er--····g··· ····aiid rs· krio_wn-·tis --- a ·1].ke ~Liii:cio--d . 
. n: - --- - - - ' 
. { . . 
--C'\' ' -function. Assuming· .. tJ1a_t the observational values are 
--···-·---- - ... _ • • ··--··· _ ...... ______ ., __ - + ----. -.•·--·-· ••, 
--· 







·-·· ·- ''"·--·---------,-·····-------·-·---····"' ···- • 
. ---~- -----·------······ ···-----·- .. ·--····.-... - -- whic·h r··,x·,--gy····1-s··-·1ihe probability de_nsi ty function_;- then __ ·--··----- •·'" ····-----------------·····-·"-····-------------
- ..... - ··-·-" .. ,, ... ·-···-·"· --~ . . . 
. - - . . - - . -- --- -- ------· -------------- - -- ---- - :--:·----- .. ____ , ____ ----· ---· -------- ·------------ ·-··--·-------~-· - ·--· --- . - . . . . . . . . ... 
the joint. density function o-.f ... the variables is fa..c:t:or---·: . 
.. 
J 
- ----,- ... -,1 






• • ,,_ • •• V 
able in the form: 
~· 
• -- ----- - - ---- ---------- ----- --------·· . ----' - . ____ •. ---- . _________ ... _. ___ J_ . __ - -------- .-·- ---- - - ' - - . ·_.' -' ·_ -·---~---=--- --- --·------------ -
·--- -- ---~- -~ 
·:---
... :;., .. 
,_ •. - •. ,. ,-1 . . . • .. • - • -· •• -· ·-·· - ............. - - ........... - - - - -
'· 
.• 1,· 
' lj '' 
. } . 
,· I 
.. ····-..:1 ._._ 
····-"-"'""--"''"·'"·-···-·--·-- -·-·--··---~ 
where r·(xi,9) is the probability density function o·f Jti,-· 
~ 
- . 
Clearly, f (x1 , ••• Xii; 9) is identical tC? the· .likelihood 
"'· " 







I i .. -.... 
! 
! 
.. J..ng .manner: · . 
, .. ,.·.n·,;·_,, .. ,.: ,.-r:·.a. •, ·.:;; ..• ,!'.·:·"' •,••-·· ·• " _.. · · '··· ..... •' ,. ······ ··-~·· ... · - ' · .. -." ···• ·- '°' ·•·•·•· . . ". ':".--::.•, • . '"".·, .. • c,:;,: >,. ,'., ·,;-•• ·• -~c.; . ;,-/" ., .',,, '•.,a:, • •· , •• : , ,, .. a, ·, •,; • ,•.::. , .. • ~ •. C .·.:.~ /,. •,i·,;.,_:•.•.• •'•"•.• -.• ••'• "~ '• , •., •:-,, .• •, ;, ,_,.. :-::-,~ -' ,. ,•,.. '. ,; _ -.-,,.;' ,•.,.~. - ••·----·: • •••"••· ,.-. .. • , '·, •: ": -•~·~· '"-~: ·•••:•·•'•-:~·-; .,., "' .. ",. • -· •• • -- • • · 
.)where. 
.. :Hence 




. . .. . Def. it. 
• ---· .- .. ~-~ --.-a-·---~-~- - - - ~1-n - J..011. --
If the likelihoo·d fuh:ct:i·qn. is expressib.l.e" .in :the 
fol-lowing form: -
..... .,. _ .... , ..... - ,.._••·•.'•.••-•••••• '" -~. •••· ....... ,.,.,.,,.,~·•·•~;..,.,, • .,..-.~·,""•""' .. 0""''• ,.,.r,•~-·- , .. , , ... ' • •, ,, "'""' ,,.,,.,· ..... ,k ... M ... •: •'<,-•'•.-•'•• 
...... _.. .. •.. . . .. '· .... -~ , .•... _._.,_;_ ....... · ...... _;; ,; ........ ,:, ., '" . ...• . ..... - ·,· .. •.• ... ,. . ,··-·-··-- .. . .. . 
.. 
whe~e L 1 does not contain x• s other than in the form- ·of: 
A A 9, and !.e is independent of 9, 9 is sai_d ·to :b-e ·.a suffi--
cient estimator of 9. ~-
._ ... ,. .. 
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. ·- - ~; 1· . - • ~ 
• • • N • ·-•••• • -- ,,_ ... . . 
.ef / 
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-'-·.:.---:-'· .""7·· --.- "" 
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We shal1---no-W---.oo-se.-:PJJe the------rm-i-quen-e-s--s--pP-e-pe-Pty- e-f- the . 
_. :: . suf.fi c ient e s_~~B!~!;Q~ -~~~~_f ____ SJJ..Qf.l ____ a:n _, _e st.imat.oro .e..x.i.S--t-s-.----For --·-- -- ------~ --~--------·----- --




if 91 an.d 82 were two different sufficient statistics, 
' J . 
not functionally related, we shall have·. 
...,, 
. · .... 
~ 
.. 
'> . ·- ·: • • - ,:'- .. --- ;"· . ,2-0;_ L-{xl ,. -•-• ·~j 9.f =-Lr {~ I , Q ) L2 {*]_ ,*zt •' • .-~J~ 1 } • - -•• ',C- :-,,-,,. C •- ._,. • •• •••• , ,- ·• ... • • 
. . :, 
; 
,:~: .... ,,.:,., ::-c,: j , :. , ..:• .... ,.. • ~·, •.•• . ·- --···.-=·.···· ·=·-·~--··'· :"';"· ..;;,.: 
, .. (•. 
'Ilenc:e ... 




.!·" ,..: •• ·· 
/\.: 
where M~/t2 does not contain 9, · and is a functiort of 01., 
, ' ' ' e ') () n 1:. J1"_• __ _·T ~~~. tillL .~]2:~rn =~ _q,~-~ U:P.Y.' ,,g~J[~)l,,L ~1,,, .. aa. . .Ji .. .!u.nc.ti.on,c7 ,,,~ ,,.,, .. ~-•-H•-' ••. ~ ' ' ' 
-~,- :-:-.-.T,--:-,::-.....-T>:::--:--""· .. -.,:~-..z;.-""7V-~~:;·~7~,i1·-;.;:···'..;;~·-:-~~;::.;~--f' .•..• ....-~.,,s-. . .,~-'T·• ....... - ........ ,._.i" ___ ,...,. 1· ... -- ~. · • 
..._~..,. '" '· • ~: .. ; • • l....r 
" I\.· do not depend on 8 -.- HE:?noe 9_1 is a fun.ct·i-<}P. of s2 , and 
-t'hl.s _p·roye:~ the. u-niqueness of· any &·ufficien_t. estimator. 
·rr:hat is t.o say_, once ··a sufficient estima .. tor for a p.ar.a~--. 
----· --.......... , .... ··met-er···rs ___ fo~tind',· all oth~r s,µfficie.nt estim~tors :o·f th·is 
p-arameter are funetional·ly··- -r·elate·d···t-o- ·it-; 
n,,-~,,,.,.,.,._," .,_,., ., . .,, ",,,.. ••• ... , .... ~-·""''.'" • •n~•-.M. •
0 
••:••, ••• ." ... "•·•-.. -- • ~, •• ., • • ·• ~ •• ' •- • ' 
J 
obvi:.eJus'l'y the. :-most desirable type of e·stimators, but un-
_f·or.tuna·tetly ·the,y ·do· :not exist- excefpt in rather special 
:.: 
·····.: .,·· 
' - .•• ·,,_, ~ •: C 
. , 
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·.- : - .... _/ 
. ' ., ' . -~· ~ . 
. . 
,--·--· . •· - -
. .-
---,,-• , •. - ', ·- -.-·' • ·,~- .• --- .:'.;-. -•~ I '• . .. - -.. :.22~ · - ·.. . - ·-------,~· --
.,..,. 
- ·-.· .... ·,_·: ·---1~·~ ' --~~-----·· ----· 
Ex.ample: 
Es timate ____ 9 __ i.n .. t.h~ __ IlQ~!1.ll3.l __ P9Pt!l-t:3. ~-~Q:g. __ : ____ w~~P: ____ 9-_!_~,.~-~-·~ ~u-: __ ~--"'---- · __ ._. ____ ,_' _ _ __________ f-
tion 
f = 1 e -!(x-9) 2 
. ~2,r . 
' 
.The· jo·int· probabi~_t ty .. density function of the sample __ -is 
)1<• .... ;. : ' '~_:-._-. . • - .... - • . ..•. - -· - . . - ,. •. • -- .. . .. ' . . . • . - - - . • • ' . .. . . -- . - - . ·- ·- "-. • 
then 
._..,. 
-· -----..-·--.-~ ... --;-,.-~ .• -.-~----,-·-•·•· ... -.··~""'" ...• --.,, --......... _ •., .. ,.--c,-.-. ·,.·- ~- ....... -- •. -·- ,,·-.,-.• , - . ., ·-- ... -~ ... ----.,---- ,., •..•.•. ,_ ...... -..·-.---·-·-,- ....... _, __ 
' ... '"' . . ... . ....... a/( ... ----·· ... : r·· . - ..... -·'!!: 
' 1 
1 n 2 
1 ~2~ (x.-9) 
{ 2rrfl2 e . J-1 _ J . "' 
,., 
.... 
n . 2 ~ (x.-8) 
·-1· J J-
n _ )2 _ 2 
- z (x - x + n {x - g) 






n i=l l 
• ..-. r •, •"'•·-·,-,,~~•,·•,-,--,,.,. ",- :-•·••. r '""!'-'"'·~""-" r, -.~,- :c'- ·-,;~ :-.c",;"ll",•~, - ...-:-..-. • .,-'.;,..~--.-,,-,,,r,-,.. .. ,._.~•.• ~ -.- • 
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- ·- -- • -- :- -,--:---·-· ,- •• ~ ..... >c ·.:...-a . .• ,.,,.~.-....:.a: -'-·. -· ·'- ... - . I 
. lj 
h.e'itc.e: n -
:f. =-1- [-fc~-Q) 2] .[fJ.~1 (xj-X >2J 1 (2rr)nk e e n 
Therefore, -·the- probabili.t ..y- d,ensi ty func.tion of' .·t:h.e :q'i.s-_,_ 
tribution of x• ~, or,: :th.e l~keliho_od functio~, c~tn. b.e ,_ 
factored into two parts: one dependin.g on -~ and 9, "b1it 
the other is independent of 9. Henc,, by definition,. 
----- ........ ·--, . --~~---- . -------:------.----- ----
·x is a sufficient estimator. .•. 
''• 
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·----'--'-'-------'-'-'--------"'---~-__.;_;· -," __ r,n the .. pr eJr.Li.us_ _sac _ t_ion.s __ ,_ ___ He ____ h_ave de fined th_e __ .de s.~ir_::_ __ 
/ i 
-a.b:I_e properties of a good estimator. We now proceed to 
...... ' 
·, 
·· ·lntrqd:uoe suc--h an estimator. In R.A-.Fisherts paper "On i . •. r, - • • 
1· ···· ·· : -·-·~····· -· --::-·='·-_-·:·-·.····-- · -t~~ ·-.M~ti:~;;·ti~;;i·-·p ~~d;·t·r~-~·- ~-r··· ··th~·· ~f h;;;·eti c;i· ··s t·at·1.; ·t1cy3·~---· ··-· ··~-- ·:-,- .. ----·--· --·-
_.,l. 
he first introduced and expounded the_principle of maxi-
mum· l.ikelihood estimation. Before the publication of t.his 
article, the f·ami:l.i.~r n;i_e·t;tto·d .for estimating parameters 
was the method of moments·:., which wil-1 not :b.e di~cussed 





. _ here. In Fisher's_ Secohd paper, "Theory of Sta tistica-1 _ ~ 
i. on ''"' - -r-·•i> "··-··,···~~ • ,_.,Es'filliatIOil:=,r "he-· "JUrtEe :t·~aez;rons t"r"iil; ea· . :e-na:e . nr ~r· ma Xiinliiit"''"" . ""'H'. ''" ,. ''" ' ---- " ,,.-- -,, .•• '_, 11 
. . . . ..... 
likelihoo.d estimators are g';3nera:lly superior to those 
·obtained by·the-·older niet·hod •. ~- Her'.-~lso showed :irt .. _.this 
article that maximum :1ttkelih·ood es.ti_rr1a..t·or.s:: co.uld not be 
essentially improv·e·q:~. 'J;hus Fisher vij;1t~a.ll_y solved the 
" 
whole proble~ of poin.t estimation in t-h.ese· :two remarkabl~ 
- . - - ---~ .. -. - --~ _..., ___ ------------- --- ----------- - - .. ---a.---------·----------~--7·:...:.;.:. _____ ~·: ~------:,;,... -~· ., papers. -- ----,.__ ______ .. - ------- ---·· - . -------~-- - -----.- ----·-·----------·---·· ------·-··-' ._ .. ______ ._. ·--------------·------
• •• •••• ••-••"• .~.,: ,:. ·- ', .. =H-~ ..• : • <• ·• • ••-••••• 
estimation, it is ·imp·ortant to reexamine the properties 
of likelj.ho·od. f.unct·lons introduced previously. In gen-
e·ral let us:'. :c.o.ns-icie·r a joint probability density func-
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chance, variables and e1 , ••• ek are parameters wi.th :fixed 
I • 
But, we !}OW change our· point of view but unknown values. 
and consider that· we have a fixed sample x1 , ••• xn and the 
joint prob·abili ty density function is a funct~on of the' 
f, 
parameters only. Under this· new approach, we rename the 
. "" ~ . ~' 
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Give-n ... a ldke--li4ood fun.-otlo~, ·· L:fx1, ~,; .~; e1 , ••• Sk} 
:for· either the· d:i/sc·rete- ·or tlle _ conti-nuou:s case, we may 




such tha:t:: the .values A A 
A 
9 -9 9 =8 9 =8 1 - . l' 2 2, ••• , le k' 
. ., 
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·. .. . A . · A 
:ca·se, we. :o·a:11 the functions 91 , •••• 9k a ·set of maximum 
likelihoq.d. -estimators of the parameters e1 , •••• ek. 
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·The principle of maximum 11k111ho.od then. states that .if 
there exists a. set of statis·tic~ 
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Lis _di'fferentiable with respect to the s1s, Si is the 
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It is often more convenient to use the logarithm of 












tion its elf in order to obtain maximum likelihood esti:-
. . . -
mates and f.rd:m (io·) we see that 




- as. log L = o.-. 
l .. 
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By ·using (11), it simplifies- .our calculation in the maxi-
.-· 
mum likeli·hood estimation,_ as may be shown in the follow-
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ExamEle: 
·i Let x. and ·_x·-. e;;:tch- possess the distribution N ( µ,, a2 ) 
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F-lti.:d the maximum likelihood estimators of µ, and 
·T·he .jo·int likelihood is 
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" . Jquating it to zero, we dbtain the mf:i~i.mun1 li'k,elfhbbd µ,, 
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in t~e following man.ner •.. 
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likelihood estimator$, we have 
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Conside·r·1n··g· (12J and (13_) simultaneouely, w~ .. may subs·titute J . . . 
the maximum :l:f:ke:liho.od estimator of µ ;lnto obtainin~ 
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a·i:thd-µ:gh'? they may be biased, the bias can 
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µs~_E(lly be remov,ed by some simple ·modification.. In this 
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maximum. To illustrate, the following example employs 
intµitive reasoning rather than differentiation • 
Examp3:,e: 
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.fr.om: a_ population with the ~en.s i ty functio·n 1-
•... .....,,.;.,.. ..... ·?., -···· ·- .. -··' . .,·~ -:.... < • 
-........ 
1 f (x} = -
:~- ' 
. ·Wha..t: is tlle maximum l:tkelihood estimate of '3.?. ·What are 
t,he maximum likelihood 
\~' 
of the population? 
f&;. 
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Solution: 
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:t:ha-t the li:kelihood fun.ction L ·as sum.es its maximum 
-~ 
.:wheJa {3- is a.t -its . minimum.·- .By -the- -given eendi tion, 
than 2.2. Hence the value·. 
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.' 
O ~ x , (3, '3- c_an-: .n·o.t- :p_e :1.ess 
( .1_ ) 6 can ne;ver exceed ( 
f3 
1 ) 6. 
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.CHAPTER II·I: 
-
~PROPERTIES OF MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD. ESTIMATOR .. 
~ ~ ) -· .. 1. 
... . 
. . ' ., 
Assumption: For a. _given population, the proba-
. . . 
bility density functton f (x·,- e) is co,.,ntinuous and mono.- :~-'. 
/ . . " L 
. . . . , 
. . .. . . . . .. , .. ' ... ~- ---·- ~:;~- ~ton.1c· r13 ~-e; ·tnat· '113 ;-1r ei~ -~2 i -theri -£-(-x-' ep-~ f( x-~-e,2·);· -:· .. :~ ....•... '.:._: r- -
__ , ., ...... -·-·:in. some int--erval that -contains the true··'"~vaiue of e, say 
,. . .~ 
90 ; and f 1{x-,e) is continuous and monotont.c in x, that is., 
I 
. . ~ If/' if x1 ~ x2, then f ( x1 , e) 2: f ( x2 , e ) • 
Conc.lusion: The maximum likelihood estimator . of 
e is consistent. 
-· Proof· 
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We shall- :now determine among the p·oin.t.s o:f ,C·-, that 
one at which K attains .. its maximum. ·For poi.n·ts ·on C, K 
has the form 
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the value of 0 which maximizes K is t' . ·The coordinates 
0 
.9:f~ the :point Z on C at~ which. K has its maximum value are 
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We denote by Kz the valUe of K.at this point. 
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Now we have ;three values of K, na.Inely, · ~ 
-
and Kz derined by the particular values of the zts: 
(l)· At R where· K attains ~ts maximum value KR 
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value Kz on the: curve G. 
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different nJ' s), we determine a new value of t~· , and. 
hence a new value of z j = f j (t~}, or a new point Z • Thus 
porresponding to ~ach point R, there exists a po·int Z 6n 
curve C. --
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R approaches M, ano. as a consequence, the va::!.ues of KR 
approach t_ha,:t o.f KM,• But KR ~· Kz ~ KM, hence Kz also 
becomes closer an-d clo-se:r· to :KM· This means that· the poin~· 
Z also a.pproaehes · M as n increases and f j C\!,} converges 
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t•, the maximum likelihood estimator 
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·3 .• 2 THEOREM 
-
Maximum likelihood estimators tend ~o normality 
·tor large n. 
Hypot¥,e_f!~: 
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X-+ 00 ; and for .s_orne x. 
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The maximum like::'l.iho,o:d: .estimator t as ·defined in. 
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the distance between points :along the tan-gent from- M,f 
J}' then as calculated from differential geometry, 
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- - --- -,--- •· · -- :x,. -- 'PoTnt z ·on the ~~~=c ~corr e·spc)n·a:1ng · to t·he~·samp 1e ·- · · · · · · · · ·-
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·:p·oint R has coordinates z t:: f -(t' ) - 1 or. r_·_. ·{t 0 ) =zj-l .· 
_j · J · · q·· · iii' J - m ' 
and the functl.on .K .at Z has value , 
,:-.?· 
:1as-.t t·heorem. 
SlWJ.e· system are 
Furthermor:e. th-·e .coordinates o::f .R ·:tn the: 
..... '•, .... ·' 
.. --- ..... 
n m· 
.:and ::a becomes the :point of· tangency. Recall that we r": 
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tiefi~ed Ka' as th~ .~a.111~ o: -~-,a~ -~.~~-~-.-~~--':~- ~--·~-.t.·-···w..,::,;c,~x,-=o«•c-;:-....--,.,.  .....,,.,..,,....,..,~=·~f~~~~ 
·z. By Taylor's expansion, 
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Bu.:t ·w·e :~:now ·th.at' :z is a poi_nt on the h\y-perplane .. 
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- - - 0Tb;ua, ~or a given R, Z is the point r~/ ~hicli~" (dZJJi;~.. · .·' - - ,-
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is minimum. As n tends ... to _infinity, the nj ts tend to 
e-quality.,:~ and thus Z is the point on the curve which is 
nea:rest to R. This,,, is to- ~ay, in the limit, R is pro-
jected orthogonally on the curve., or, that ff--w·e -draw_. 
,. 
a straight line between R anq Z, thi_s.~~ line is then per- · :·····~.,. 
··='-~~'.-- ,,,;,, J ..... • a , .. ,.,..,. ..... ,., .. ,.a,.,,, .• '..;:•'-~·····>'''"'"'"":,i:".;;,;,:::f.::·;, •... 4 •• ._._,,,_,"'.' .. xs,;·:,;,,:,..-;-=nwcm=,;,,;"'"'"""_.'".,..,:,,r:"~<=- ··'····:·'·"·•·····'"·"'T'"'~·c:,'::''"'"'•"o-"°:'"":"":-~,.,,-.,,,nr{ ., .. ,,, .,,, .. , ... ,S7.C'>'~...,.,...,,.-,;c, ..... , ..... '=...-""'·": ... , ... ,. ... ,;-.~--- .... , . .._ ,,,.,-.. .,, ... , ... =7' -· .ct. '-e. ,. ,., ,, _, L· ... ·='-' "'· ... · .... · .IJ .•• ,·c..- •· '~·-,·,·_· ~~=-·· .... ,···· 
pendicular to -the . tangent of c at z. ·As· 11.··-·1n:creJ°ffse·s·, · · ····--------'.---~---~~--:·~-----.------··--··-······-·-:--.~---_ '·~ 
i, 
-the cur..v.e. C approaches. it.s. tangent line in. the j:1eighbor- .. 
hood of M. The projeeti6ns of R match the zrs. The 
.< . 
·projec·!-;ions of R ;are: :known. to be normally distributed. 
I-t follows. that the z1 s are nor.mally distribu'ted •. S--:tncre 
~ 
the _curve C in ·tche neighborhood. of('M is essenti.al.l.Y ... ~-
straight line·_, t:he parametric equations of .the curve C 
in the neighbor-hood of M are linear functions of t'. 
.._. __ ·:;.· .. -........... - ~ 
: ~-
' . . ,, 
Consequently the t't s are riormally distributed. The ... 
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_) 
theorem is proved. 
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The maximum likelihood estimator is the most 
efficient estimator. 
l . 
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Let 8 be the parameter bf.the probabilit;y(i~n~Jty 




-.... .... . .• _ ....... _ .. ,..·.~--~ ·-~·--'•--.. ,· ........ ~ "!- ... . '.. 
function f(x,e). 'Lett be any estimator of 8, where t 
is distributed normally for large n; and let t• be the 
maximum likelihood estimator- of 8, then, v• the variance 
of t' is ·.1:.~~rs· t.han v, the variance of t .. 
·- --.--···-•.•'·-······~ - ::.>. .... ··---··----·--··---.... --·-·-----· __ ,_;._- ______ ,. ______ -----· --- ••• 
·Proof: 
;;,.,;: ~--_ : .. :-···.-_ .. .:.... ..• ::;.-·. ~~···.:. · .. ·~ ~ .••. :_: :·.. :·.·-.~''.s ;~ .. ·. ; __ ~:· .. ;,.· •• :...... ..; ... ~ ... --~ .-'· .:,-··"'·-- . 
We have provea·tn '18.St theorem that . .. tr is .normally, ..... 
distributed. Thus its variance vr can alSo be. caloula ted, 
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Hence, if'a maximIDn likelih~;od est3mator exist.a, we wish 
) 
to prov·e that it is as,s,-:yniltotically most efficient in 
-
) '. . . / 
···the c:1ass of such estimators • ,. 
' . "'1&. 
,. ·:• i-
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~Now, let t be ~an ,m.biased. estimator of e. 
.......... ,. .......... ,:,····"···:·--·- -···::····:·c"c-·c:d'e!'f'iiiitiori ,···· we· have 
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Differenti~ting (22) wit_h respect to e, we he:v·e 
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t dx1 .: . , . dx n 
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· Ldx1 • • • dx.._ == 1 ·, . . . . ·, .- • .-· . ' , ·~--------·-------~----·-·---·--. -- . ---------.... =·n·-··--------··-------· ·" ·~·. '.,• ··-· ·- ' ~ •" .,.• . "·• • .. " . . . _. ". 'I . _ "·_ ~' • ____ ··-~~-•• -~,..,.._-~~~~-• ,.,__,•, ,_=" -'-"' "'--F-.• 0~~-But since 
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we have 
••"• os,•,,·.,.,. •· •·.'-:•·· · •. ,;., ,,,.., ···•• ·• •"·••" ••- ·••> '"'·' ,,., -•• 
(24) dx1 , • • • 
·•, . ~ .. . ' .. "'"'. -.-.~:~' ,,.,.-., .. · ... ,:.,__ ··- .:.:·.;,.: : :. 
d~ = 0 
•• ••;:-:-• •-•• -~,_.,.,.-.~: :,.,,.·.~.,,,~;..~~·, •• ,,_..,_•••,• .. <=Yow~•. I,, 0 0 U .. 
0
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From {23) and (24) 
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we have 
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Note that the first factc5r on the le.ft is the variance 
~f t at e = e , the true vaJ.~e ___ 2f the p~:r~~-~~:rtl H~_:qQ_~ 
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' Because · the x• s are independent, we can say· , ... 
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t is also, fixed, and_lf/ (e,t) becomes a function of e 
only. · By d~finition the maximum like.lihood estimator 
I, 
., 
is determined by setting \ 
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we may solve: ·ror 9 in terms of t. This is to s_ay, that 
- ,._. - ---·- -~-,- - - --. 
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e, the maximum likelihood estimator is functionally 
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related to _t, the suffic.tent estimator of e ... ,'rhe,refo'r.-e . . -.. . . . . . , 
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1 we can say· t·b.a.t iOf' a sufficient estima.t:olt exists, it·· is 
.. J. 
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a function o,f the -maximµrn lt,k·el_ihood· estimator. 
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estimat~r is also then 1 I a estimator. "'Clearly sufficient 
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.: .• ·). ~ To summarize; point estimation is. one, of~ the major 
. ) 
m·ethods. in the ·problem of estimating parameters of a. 
~ · .. 
\ 
probabili_ty density function. The maximum likelihood 
estimator wh1cq/ can be obtaine<;i generally by a. direct 
·~. ,,_.,. process of partial, diff~ren:'l_ation is cOnsiP,ered to be , 
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{l) Unbiassedness·: The expected: value o:f .. the estimator 
is equal_ to the· value of the· p·ar·ame t:er, i.e. E (e) =~. 
{:2) :: ·,Q:O:!l'S_is tency: 
-,, ,11 
t'I A 
The distribution of the estimator e 
the value of the parameter as th_e· sample • size 
approaches infinity.· Expresse:d mathematically, we 
have for any given c >O, 
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(3) Efficiency: An estimator is most efficient if it 
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